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A word from our
adult service
director

Looking back at the adult
services work over the past 12
months, the team has achieved
so much to be proud of.
Now is the time to record my
immense gratitude to colleagues
and volunteers throughout the
adult services department.
The team has continued to
respond to the challenges of
covid-19 magnificently, tirelessly,
and with great personal
sacrifice to ensure that autistic
adults across Bedfordshire and
Milton Keynes continue to
receive the support they need.

Over the course of the next 12
months, we will be welcoming
Autism Hertfordshire to the
Autism Bedfordshire family. We
are so excited to have been
successful in securing the
contract and cannot wait to
empower, enrich and support in
Hertfordshire.

Sharna Raine

2021 in numbers
10343
35%

48
35%

117
35%

hours of support provided to the autistic
community accessing Autism Bedfordshire

skills development courses and workshops took
place

people accessed skills development courses and
workshops

8496
35%

175
35%

hours of support at social groups

people accessed day time and evening social
groups

HELPLINE
SUPPORT

Helpline Support
Our telephone helpline is open 9 am-5 pm, Monday to Friday
for information, advice, and guidance on all aspects of Autistic
Spectrum Conditions and associated problems. We provide
advice and support to autistic individuals, parents, carers,
partners, and professionals.
01234 350704

Key topics: social opportunities, mental health/health and diagnosis

1369
35%
helpline calls
taken in 2021

709
35%
Hours of support
in 2021

"Until i spoke to Autism Bedfordshire I felt that no one could help me, I have been pushed from pillar to
post for the last few weeks, and all I needed was someone to help me understand how to support my
adult son, Thank you for being there when i needed someone."

EMPLOYMENT
SUPPORT

EMPLOYMENT
SUPPORT
This year, our Employment

In consultation with our

Service team helped 17 autistic

members, we also developed

people into sustainable paid

our skills training programme

employment and 12 people

further to support them in

into volunteering and training,

overcoming the barriers

5 of which were successfully
accepted onto university

stopping them from moving
on in their careers. Focusing
specifically on areas such as

courses.

interview skills, customer
By working with members and
learning about their interests,
skills, and needs, the team was
able to work together with the
members on identifying
opportunities and developing
their autonomy and confidence
in their career decisions.

17%
17

service, and support whilst at
work, 20 members benefitted
from gaining real-life
experiences to practice and
reinforce their learning. We
delivered the training face to
face in Luton, Bedford,
Central Bedfordshire, and
virtually on Zoom.

supported into paid employment

35%

7

supported volunteering

6

supported into higher education

35%

Finding work
Ben's story
Ben, aged 23, joined employment
support after his volunteering
placement at a nursery ended due
to its closure from the impact of
Covid restrictions. Ben lived with his
parents in Flitwick and had been
finding it difficult to find paid work
in Early Years teaching and felt
despondent in his recent efforts at
interviews.

Working with children was the only
career Ben had ever wanted to do.

Working hard at Bedford college to achieve a supervisory level qualification in childcare Ben had
a huge amount of potential but lacked self-belief. He described himself as a ‘worrier at work’
and needed help from colleagues, asking for reassurance that he was working properly.
Earlier this year, Ben concentrated on working with the employment support team participating in
a group pre-employment training course that delivered coaching in interview skills, job searching
and strategies on how to cope when in the workplace. After this, Ben was able to work 1-2-1 with
one of the team and develop his job applications further to showcase his extensive experience
and knowledge in childcare. As a result of one of the applications, Ben was invited to interview
at a lower school as a Teaching Assistant but had only three days to prepare for an interview.
The 1-2-1 support was put in place for Ben to practice not only his interview answers but to
discuss his choice to disclose his autism through developing his language, clearly communicating
his needs in the workplace. Ben went into the interview feeling more capable and confident, he
was offered the job on the same day.
Ben successfully achieved a paid employment position after working with the team for just 4
months. The team continued to support Ben during the early stages of his employment, offering
him advice around how to communicate with team members and develop strategies on reducing
his anxiety.

Ben says:

“Not only has employment support
helped me look for work, but it has also

“The most important thing is

helped me to transition from college to

to enjoy your job and it can

the workplace. It has helped me

be stressful but seeing the

understand my own strengths and

children enjoy their day it
does make it all worthwhile
for me”.

weaknesses and I’ve been able to get

“The last time I was in work
was about
a year ago, it did take a bit
of adjusting”

paid work in an environment I love."

WE ASKED OUR MEMBERS TO
FEEDBACK ON OUR EMPLOYMENT
SUPPORT
100

"Accessing
employment support
has made me feel
hopeful about my
future"

75

"I know that when I
need to look for work

50

the service will be
able to help me find

25

0

suitable work. It

92%

70%

Felt they better
understood
what their
employment
options

Felt they had
improved
their
employability
skills

100%
Rated their support
as being
above average

"It helped me feel more confident about attending
interviews"

enabled me to make
the very difficult
decision of leaving my
current job to spend
time getting well".

TRANSITIONS
SUPPORT
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2021

-
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2021

TRANSITIONS
SUPPORT
At the start of 2021 the Adult
Services department launched 'My
Future', a new and exciting transition
support service that was designed to
help young autistic adults (18-25)
and their families to navigate the
confusing world of adulthood.

The service was split into 3 keys
areas which had been identified to
us through feedback from our
parents/carers and autistic
individuals.
It was made up of:
Parent Support Workshops
121 Support for Autistic adults
A summer program to support
young autistic adults about to
transition into college or
university.
Keep reading to see the impact that
our service made this year.

My Futures Summer
1 Summer
3 Locations
9 Weeks
15 Young Adults
21 Days
42 Sessions
180 Hours of support

WE ASKED OUR MEMBERS TO
FEEDBACK ON OUR MY FUTURES
SUMMER PROGRAM

"I wish the program
was longer honestly, I
really enjoyed myself,

100

I feel like I've come out
of it feeling more

75

confident "
"We'd just like to thank
you so much for

50

organising and
encouraging K to

25

0

attend the Summer

100%

86%

93%

Programme at Bedford.
She has got so much out

Had
improved
self-esteem

Had reduced
stress
levels

Felt less
isolated

of it, she seems more
confident, happier and
has made friends

"I liked having a place to tell people all my favourite jokes"

(Yay)"

SUPPORT GROUPS
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SUPPORT GROUPS
During 2021, we increased the number of support
group sessions as a result of the needs shared with us
by our members.

Last year, we launched Female Voice as a response
to the number of autistic females coming through to
our services. Many of these members received a late
diagnosis, or were mis-diagnosed first, as a result of

35%
29

the unique presentation of autism in females. Female
Voice was launched to provide a safe space to share
experiences, and explore relevant topics and
resources. This year, we increased this support to a
monthly online group and two face to face social

members attended
Female Voice
sessions

meet ups.

We also launched a new online monthly Carer
support group for our members who are caring for
others, with a combination of resources, information

35%
16

and time to share experiences and concerns. Topics
covered were: What is a carer?, Talking to your GP
and Carers Passports and other Support, with Carers
Assessments, Benefits and Financial Support and
Emergency Planning coming in 2022.

members supported
through Carer
support sessions

"I enjoyed meeting with fellow autistic people who
are female or trans. It's very inclusive!"

35%
121

"I find the female voice group such a relief, I mask
all the time. This group allows me time and space. It
can be very isolating being autistic. Group is a rare
moment I have where I feel I can shut off the world
of responsibility and be just me! Vital!
I love the discussions and the flexibility to the
group."

hours of support
received at support
groups

Parent Support
2021 saw the launch of a new group for autistic parents,
providing support, resources and space to share mutual
experiences of parenting. We began with a six week skills
course and grew to a monthly online support group. We also
arranged an Autumn social event where members could bring
their partners and children.

Some of the topics covered were:
Looking after yourself while
looking after others
Understanding and processing
emotions
Triggers and Meltdowns
Love Languages
Sensory and Stimming

35%
13
autistic parents and
their families
supported in groups

"Usually i hate taking my children to organised groups, i feel judged by other parents
which makes me feel anxious and like I'm a bad parent. being able to attend a
social session for autisitc parents who understand me has been amazing"

BENEFITS
SUPPORT
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BENEFITS SUPPORT
September 2021 saw us launch our 3rd brand
new department of the year. Our benefits
department was launched in answer to
feedback from our members due to the lack of
specific support available to meet their needs.

35%
29

adults
Supported

40%
41

appointments

25%
95

helplines

25%
154

hours of support

attended

answered

delivered

HEAR ME,
SEE ME

During the summer of 2021, we initiated the Hear Me,
See Me campaign, an initiative in partnership with the
NHS exploring inequalities autistic adults face when
accessing healthcare services. During the course of the
year we have developed a new campaign department
continuing to support healthcare services into 2021.

35%
20

40%
40+

empowering educational workshops for autistic
adults and parents of autistic adults over the last
4 months

voices heard across across the East of England autistic adults and parents of autistic adults

webpage created containing resources to
support and empower autistic adults
https://www.autismbedfordshire.net/supportfor-adults/hear-me-see-me/

Following the initial success, we wanted to keep the
momentum of the Hear Me, See Me campaign going by
sharing back our findings with healthcare professionals.
We held an initial workshop attended by just under

300

healthcare professionals, have 2 more workshops
scheduled for the first part of 2022 and are forming a
plan to support healthcare services with creating more
accomodating environments for autistic adults.

285
35%
35%
72%

40%
94%

healthcare professionals attended the
workshop
of registrations were NHS professionals

of those who attended would recommend
this workshop to a colleague
Watch the workshop recording here

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
WORKSHOPS AND
COURSES

JANURARY

2021

-

DECEMBER

2021

SKILLS COURSES
AND WORKSHOPS

"Accessing this
service has made my

Adult Services has continued to
deliver a range of skills development

self-esteem much
better"

courses and workshops, both online
and in person. Having the flexibility
to offer both virtual and face to face
courses enables us to remain
accessible, and flexible to our
members' needs. Our skills courses

"Though I am in my 50s, attending
the skills courses has helped
develop my understanding of how
being autistic is impacting me. It
has given me the confidence to

usually run for six weeks, which

believe in my own experiences
instead of dismissing them. I feel

provides attendees opportunities to

much more confident in standing
up for myself and letting people

develop relationships and tools. Our
workshops remain one-off sessions

know what I need to help myself
participate in life even if it means
spending time by myself."

online, which allows members to
focus on a specific skill and to 'drop
in' from anywhere in Bedfordshire.
This year, we were able to extend
our skills courses into Milton Keynes,
and to pilot new services for autistic

"Accessing this
service has got me to
go out more, which is

parents and carers, plus run a
number of interest-based groups,
such as Kickboxing.

usually a struggle for
me"

Skills and Workshops:

Some of the topics delivered
Understanding My Autism
Resilience in the Community
Confidence in Social Situations
Understanding Emotions
Developing Healthy Boundaries
Organisational Skills
Challenging Negative Thoughts
Strategies for Social Exhaustion
Positive Relationships
Wellbeing and Mindfulness
Cooking and Healthy Eating
A member's story...
"Even before lockdown I would struggle to go to new places. I had a set number of shops I could go to but
outside of this I would be overwhelmed by anxiety. Lockdown made this far worse and my circle of places I
could go to shrunk considerably. I also found being with a group of people face-to-face completely
overwhelming.

I attended the Building Resilience in the Community course and asked if one of the visits could be to a
Swimming Pool as I really wanted to go swimming again but I couldn’t make myself go. We went on a
group visit to tour around the venue and facilities. As a result, I was able to start swimming, and then
started going to the gym. I now go regularly which I wouldn’t have done without the support of the course.
I was also able to go to a couple of new places and to travel to Luton to see the Elephant Trail. This is
something I would have never managed by myself. We had a tour of the train stations before travelling on
the train. This has helped reassure me that this was something that I can do and I am planning to attend a
support group in Luton in the new year.

Whilst on the course I learnt that I could only do 1 hour of face-to-face contact with the group otherwise
my anxiety would overwhelm me. This course gave me the flexibility to do that and I was never put under
any pressure to do more."

100

WE ASKED OUR MEMBERS TO
FEEDBACK ON OUR SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS AND
COURSE

75

50

25

0

91%

97 %

76%

Had
improved
self-esteem

Had reduced
stress
levels

Felt less
isolated

"I am still new to the service but so far it has been helpful in starting to
understand how I am experiencing autism. Not knowing I am autistic for
over 30 years means I’m slowly figuring out how to recognise my own
needs. I have always done my best to meet other people/situation’s
expectations rather than have the confidence and ownership of what I
need. This service is helping me start to do this."

“Doing these courses
have helped me to
feel more confident
and helped me
overcome some of
my difficulties in a
controlled, safe
setting”
“It has allowed me to
go to some new
places which I
wouldn’t have done
on my own”
“Accessing these
courses has helped
me really discover
myself and feel
positive about my
diagnosis"

SOCIAL GROUPS

Daytime
social groups
Our Social Groups are designed to provide social
opportunities to autistic adults who are looking to develop
friendships within a supported and structured setting. Within
the groups, individuals learn social skills and gain greater selfesteem by developing an independent social life away from
their family unit. Group members are encouraged and
enabled to decide, plan and organise social activities with the
support of our experienced staff team.

Daytime social groups that run in

Daytime online social groups

person are:

are:

Bi-weekly Social group Bedford

Monthly cuppa and a chat

Bi-weekly Social group Luton

Bi-Weekly history group

Monthly Social group Biggleswade
Monthly social group Marston
Moretain
Where additional funding can be secured we aim to offer a variety of autismfriendly sport and leisure opportunities around the county. These can include:
Tennis
Rowing
Dance
Yoga

Evening
social groups
Our evening social groups typically take advantage of the
local community facilities and members will be either
visiting restaurants, the cinema or other local leisure
activities. Sessions are generally supported by two
members of staff and take place across Bedfordshire:

Adult Evening social groups in person
are run in:
Ampthill
Bedford 18-25
Bedford 25+
Biggleswade

Interest led Adult Evening social groups
online:
A monthly Quix Group
A Bi-Monthly LGBTQ+ social group
A monthly quiz group

Luton
Leighton Buzzard

In 2022 We will be launching a brand new adult evening
social in Dunstable

WE ASKED OUR MEMBERS TO
FEEDBACK ON OUR FACE TO FACE
SERVICES
00

"Before going to these
events I didn’t have any
real friends and since I
started it’s helped me
too be more social with
others"

75

50

25

0

"The service has been
invaluable and so much
appreciated . Thank
you"

90%

85%

Improved
self-esteem

Had reduced
stress levels

100% 100%
Felt less
isolated

Said the
support
they received
was above
average

"I've joined the
services since four
years ago and I've
enjoyed every minute
of it!"

SUPPORT IN
MILTON KEYNES

A BRAND NEW social
group launched in Milton
Keynes!
Over the past year, we have
launched a brand new daytime
social group in Milton Keynes!
This was to provide an
opportunity for members to
develop friendships within a
supported and structured setting.
We have been to various
locations around Milton Keynes

Locations visited:

Campbell Park
Willen Lake
Furzton Lake
Lunch locations including
Wetherspoons, Nandos,
Midsummer Tap

on some lovely walks. The
members have also planned and
organised visiting venues to go
and grab some lunch on some of
the social groups.

Total number of members that
have attended:

28

Skills Courses in
Milton Keynes
Over th course of 2021 we have delivered 4 adult skills development
courses in Milton Keynes. We started with Building Resilience in the
Community courses. Then, after popular demand we ran some
communication courses as well.
"It has made a
difference in my life
as I felt a bit lonely
when the lockdown
started"

"Helped me learn
more about myself"

100%

improved
selfesteem

100%

felt less
isolated

84%

reduced
stress
levels

"Helped me with my
confidence and to
meet new people"

JANURARY

2021

-

DECEMBER

2021

ADULT SERVICES
NEW SERVICES IN
2021

New this Year
1. A monthly autistic parent support group, giving autistic
parents a safe place to explore the challenges of parenting

2. A monthly face to face evening adult social group in
Biggleswade

3. A benefits advice department, supporting autistic people
with their PIP and Universal Credit claims

4. Launched a transitions department for 17-25-year-olds

5. Launched a campaign called 'Hear Me, See Me' exploring
the inequalities that autistic people face when accessing
health care in partnership with the NHS

6. A carers support group for autistic carers

In response to
member
feedback we
have
developed five
new services
this year

ADULT SERVICES
NEW SERVICES COMING
IN 2022
1. Launch a brand new monthly face to face adult evening
social group in Dunstable

2. Launch a brand new post-diagnosis service in
partnership with ELFT

3. Launch autism sensory support services for healthcare
facilities across the East of England

4. Create a new skills course supporting autistic adults
and their partners with understanding how to build better
relationships

5. Launch a brand new parent/carer/support group

6. Relaunch the Think Autism Partnership Boards with the
Bedfordshire local authorities

7. Launch a brand new adult evening social group in Milton
Keynes

A word
from one
of our
trustees

The impact of Covid19 continued to affect Adult
Service delivery in 2021, however, the team
maintained and have taken opportunities to
further develop our services to support more
adults during these difficult times. All the adult
groups continued to operate, whether virtually or
during face to face sessions, demonstrating
continuity, which has and continues to be a vital
lifeline for our members.
Throughout 2021, the Adult Services Team have
continued to provide guidance to members and
non-members through the helpline, signposting
calls to relevant services and delivering ongoing
support as and when required.
They have listened and consulted with our
members to understand needs and have
developed and adapted services for the autistic
adults and their families in Bedfordshire and
Milton Keynes who are at risk of social isolation
but do not qualify for statutory support.
New services developed in 2021:
-Benefits support - one-to-one confidential
support sessions in person or online to help
people understand their benefits entitlements.
-A transition support service, ‘My Future,’
designed to help young autistic adults (18-25)
and their families to navigate the confusing
world of adulthood with a focus on enablement
and independence.
-‘Hear Me, See Me’, a campaign examining the
inequalities in health care that impact autistic
individuals and their families. Listening groups
and enablement workshops for autistic adults,
family members and carers were held across the
East of England to better understand where
improvements needed to be made.

In addition to developing our services within
Bedfordshire and Milton Keynes, we now support
adults in neighbouring counties.
In 2021 the Integrated Health and Care
Commissioning Team commissioned Autism
Bedfordshire, known locally as Autism
Hertfordshire, to offer support to adults both
pre-and post-diagnosis through a range of
interventions such as 121 support, adult skills
development sessions, a helpline, transitions
support for 16-17 year olds and parent and carer
support.
In 2021, Autism Bedfordshire were presented
with the Queen’s Award for Voluntary Service,
the highest award given to a volunteer group,
showing the highest recognition of the support
provided by its staff and volunteers. This award
recognises, in part, the Adult Services Team and
the excellent work they have done and continue
to deliver.
As Autism Bedfordshire heads towards
celebrating its 30th anniversary, we, the Trustees
are extremely pleased with the development
and continual growth in Adult Services and look
forward to what 2022 will bring.

Pam Wrest
Trustee
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